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Harrods  unveils  its  Rarity campaign. Image credit: Harrods

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

British department store Harrods is transforming its retail presence into a museum-like atmosphere, highlighting
special products for an experiential shopping endeavor.

As luxury shoppers look for more of an experience rather than simply buying products, retailers have been turning
campaigns into full events. Harrods is taking this approach with its "Rarity" campaign spanning in-store and digital,
which features a variety of curated products described as rare finds.

Harrods was reached for comment.

Retail finds
Harrods is spotlighting more than 60 items that range within the fashion, jewelry and housewares worlds in its
stores, on its Instagram page and on its Web site.

The items come from various Harrods stores from around the world such as Hawaii, the Netherlands, Panama and
England.

Harrods' concept is to look at luxury with one-of-a-kind items such as a couture dress designed by Tamara Ralph
from Ralph & Russo, a bejeweled pendant from Guerlain and many others.
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Unlock the extraordinary... discover ultra-rare creations in-store, online and on Instastories this month.
#HarrodsRarity

A post shared by Harrods (@harrods) on Jul 9, 2018 at 6:03am PDT

There will also be an exclusive element to the campaign in which products and experiences will be created
specifically for the Harrods' Rarity push.

Customers will be able to access activities such as a look at the department store's 19th century safe, private wine
and bread making classes, a sensory tea experience, a wellness clinic and more.

Products will also be featured on Harrods' official Instagram page through the platform's Stories feature.

While many products will be shared across the retailer's digital properties and Instagram, the services and in-store
items will be spotlighted at its  flagship.

The idea is to take a look at the meaning of rare.

"The word alone instantly conjures intrigue and awe; but what does it really mean? Encompassing seldom-seen
wonders of the natural world as well as extraordinary manmade creations, whether they be celebrated for the skill
or integrity of their creation, the notion of rarity brings with it surprise, delight and excitement," says Harrods'
campaign.
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Your perfect dress, dreamt, drawn and designed by @ralphandrusso's Tamara Ralph. #HarrodsRarity
#RalphandRusso #couture

A post shared by Harrods (@harrods) on Jul 11, 2018 at 7:58am PDT

Rarity will run until August 16.

Department store celebrations

Retail today is about more than transactions, as retailers including Harrods seek to offer consumers unique
experiences.

Prior to Rarity, Harrods further invested into experiential shopping as it opened its new Fine Wine & Spirits Rooms.

Wine and spirits enthusiasts are now able to journey through impressive architecture to discover their new favorite
labels and products. Harrods' new rooms will also host a series of events in an effort to establish the retailer as an
authority within the alcohol industry (see story).

The store also embraced the secondhand fashion market to support children's charity NSPCC.

Opened on April 13, the month-long pop-up sold pre-owned designer goods to raise funds for the organization.
Dubbed Fashion Re-told, this marked Harrods' first standalone charity shop (see story).
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